Select the shelftalker that best fits your needs to showcase *The Tiptoe Guide to Tracking Fairies* on your shelf. Write your own message (don't forget to sign at the bottom) or let us help you and just print and hang!

Fold at dotted line & hide upper section under book so message hangs over shelf.

**The Tiptoe Guide to Tracking Fairies**

by Ammi-Joan Paquette

Cut at dotted line & discard extra paper.

Fold at dotted line & hide upper section under book so message hangs over shelf.

**The Tiptoe Guide to Tracking Fairies**

by Ammi-Joan Paquette

Perfect for celebrating the festival of lights! The miracle of Hanukkah is not only retold, but experienced when Sophie’s family creates a jar to hold the oil for their special holiday food.

Cut at dotted line & discard extra paper.